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## UNITED NATIONS ACTIVITIES

### UN / GA 64th Session
- Environmental Policy and Legal Developments (Elisa Morgera)

### UN / GA 65
- Environmental Law and Policy on the Agenda (Elisa Morgera)

### UN / GA
- The Programme on the Rule of Law (Alfred Rest)

### UN / GA / MDG Summit
- Environmental Dimension of the MDGs (Elisa Morgera)

### UN / GA-65
- Environmental Law and Policy on the Agenda (Elisa Morgera)

### UN / GA / MDG Summit
- Progress Made? (Elisa Morgera)

### UN / GA / WG
- Marine Biological Diversity Beyond Areas of National Jurisdiction
  - Views of the Co-Chair (Palitha T.B. Kohona)
  - Observer Impressions (Hana Heineken and other authors)
  - Reporter’s Impressions (Elisa Morgera)

### Basel Convention / Rotterdam Convention / Stockholm Convention / ExCOP
- Sharing Issues and Cooperation (Rebecca Paveley)

### CBD / ABS-8
- Moving Towards a Protocol? (Elsa Tsioumani)

### CBD / ABS-9
- Draft Protocol in Review (Elsa Tsioumani)

### CBD / Trondheim
- Taking on the Biodiversity Targets (Elsa Tsioumani)

### CBD / Cartagena Protocol
- Liability and Redress Negotiations Continue (Elisa Morgera)

### CBD / SBSTTA 14 and WGRI-3
- Integration and Implementation in Focus (Elisa Morgera)

### CBD / COP-10
- Access and Benefit Sharing (Elsa Tsioumani)

### CBD / COP-11
- Supplement to the Cartagena Protocol (Elsa Tsioumani)

### CITES / COP-15
- Facing Hard Times (Elisa Morgera)

### CMS
- New MoU on Shark Conservation (Yvonne Scannell)

### CSD / COP-8
- Transport, Chemicals and Waste Management (Joanna Depledge)

### FAO / 36th Conference
- Illegal Unreported and Unregulated Fishing (Jim MacNeill)

### FAO
- Agricultural Biotechnologies in Developing Countries (Elsa Tsioumani)

### G-20
- The Seoul Summit (Soledad Aguilar)

### GEF / 36th Council
- New Programmatic Approach Implemented (Soledad Aguilar)

### GEF
- A Perspective on the Fourth GEF Assembly (Julio Barboza)

### UNCSD / PC1
- Rio+20: What Next? (Kristen Hite, Constanza Martinez)

### UNEP
- Compilation of Environmental Goals and Objectives (Gerhard Loibl)
- First Work on Mercury Instrument (fff)

### UNEP GCSS-11 / GMEF
- I. Supporting Global Governance and National Implementation (Elisa Morgera)
- II. Ministers Adopt the Nusa Dua Declaration (Nick Nuttall)
- III. Building Confidence in the Multilateral System (Elisabeth Mrema)

### UNEP / IEG / 1st Meeting
- International Environmental Governance Reform (Angela Cropper)

### UNESCO
- Towards Bridging the Science-Policy Interface (Elsa Tsioumani)

### UNFCCC
- Major Economies Forum and BASIC Ministers Meetings (Soledad Aguilar)
- Progress on Climate Commitments and Cooperation? (Ian Fry)
- The Disappearance of “1.5 Degrees Celsius” (Ian Fry)
- Post-2015 Implementation (Soledad Aguilar)

### UNFCCC / COP-15
- The Outcome from Copenhagen:
  - 1. A Building Block or a Faltering Step? (George de Berdt Romilly, Lorne S. Clark)
  - 2. At the Limits of Global Diplomacy? (Joanna Depledge)
  - 3. Success or Failure? (Jim MacNeill)
- Final Stages of the Copenhagen Conference (Joanna Depledge)

### Other International Developments

### AALCO / 49th Annual Session
- Special Meeting on Environment and Sustainable Development (Elisa Morgera)

### CEDD
- A Right of Access to Nature (Yvonne Scannell)
- The Right to Sanitation as a Human Right (Henri Smet)

### Elizabeth Haub Award
- Recognising Indigenous Peoples (Elisa Tsioumani)

### Elizabeth Haub Prize
- 2009 Prize for Environmental Law (Soledad Aguilar)